
Actions speak louder than words

It is our collective responsibility to minimise and wherever
possible remedy the environmental damage inflicted upon our
planet. This is a responsibility that our business holds respectfully,
with careful consideration and pro activity.
As well as making bold changes we are ensuring that we take
more environmentally friendly steps each and every day.

Maximising world resources

Fundamentally, the business model that we work to maximises
the utilisation of resources by ensuring we put surplus
production stock and excess inventory into the hands of
businesses who need them. While OEMs and CEMs might want
to throw away excess and obsolete components, Cyclops Excess
keeps it in the supply chain. With this action alone we are
reducing environmental pollution and minimising landfill.

Every kilometre matters

Within our warehousing and despatch, we work hard to
consolidate shipments wherever possible to reduce
transportation emissions. A Group business, GSS manages its
clients’ logistics and delivery, sending merged units from a single
hub. This saves on delivery costs for the customer, and crucially all
of the associated emissions connected with it.
Coupled with the work of our chosen delivery partner who now
operate over 1500 EV vehicles.
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Proud partners

We are extremely proud to work with many companies
throughout the green energy sector, providing the electronic
components necessary to keep wind turbines turning, solar panels
generating and charge networks charging

Electric Company Cars and on site EV-Charging

All company cars provided to our management team are all
electric, which are a long-term investment for Cyclops.
Additionally, we provide electric car charging points at our office
for staff. 

Setting the expectation

There is emphasis within the office, too, on sustainable practices.
We take recycling and waste seriously, and ensure all staff are
aware of the energy-related policies in place. We have also
introduced a working-from-home initiative to decrease the carbon
footprint of our staff.

Energy efficient offices

Our Hull-based team recently relocated to a renewable technology
hub, only available to environmentally conscious companies. Our
business’s green credentials were verified before we could move
our office, which shows our dedicated effort to being green.
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